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As CDM methodology experts and project developers we highly welcome the EB’s work with
regart to Programmes of Activities (PoA) that can be registered as a single CDM project activity.
Our analysis of the publicly available documents regarding the procedures for registration of a
PoA indicates however that the EB limits the use of methodologies for PoAs to only one single CDM methodology. We would like to highlight that such a regulation is stricter than the
regulation for individual CDM projects (e.g. many registered small-scale biomass power generation projects use two methodologies in the same PDD, one for power generation and another for methane avoidance from avoided anaeorobic decomposition of biomass). This
means that projects currently developed under the CDM are not eligible for PoAs in its current
form.
We fail to understand the rational for this limitation. The restriction to one single CDM methodology does neither enhance the environmental benefit nor the credibility of PoAs; in the
contrary it excludes many desirable project classes with high benefits for the global climate
from the CDM. We understand that the EB has to safeguard PoAs against project participants
bundling too different project activities under one PoA, however more than one methodology
should be allowed within a PoA – in a similar fashion as under current CDM rules - to cover
different aspects of a project.
We therefore recommend that PoAs shall be free to either use one or a set of approved
methodologies, provided that wherever a set of approved methodologies is used, the
same set of methodologies shall be used for all activities under the PoA.
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